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We have made major advances in the treatment of melanoma and other 
cancers through the use of targeted therapy and immunotherapy
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2-year OS 64% (Ipi Nivo ph II)
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These agents are now being used successfully across cancer types and across 

the spectrum of disease (alone or in combination with other therapies)

2019



Treatment with these therapies can result in rapid tumor regression

Before starting targeted 

therapy (BRAF)
2 weeks later

Pre-treatment

After treatment with combined PD-1 and CTLA-4 
blockade



Despite these advances responses are heterogeneous and are 
not always durable, and toxicity can be an issue…

BRAFi +/- MEKi

aCTLA-4

aPD-1

aCTLA-4 + aPD-1

Menzies Cancer 2015, Larkin NEJM 2015

There is a critical need to better understand who will benefit from therapy, as well 

as proper timing, sequence and combination of different therapeutic agents
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Responses are dependent on factors shaping tumor growth and immunity



There is a significant microbial contribution to the total makeup of our cellular 
composition as well as our DNA that dramatically influences our physiology



Environment
Internal / External Factors

We first studied the role of the tumor 

microbiome in response to cancer therapy

(serendipitously)



We used a model to study stromal-mediated resistance in melanoma

Straussman et al, Nature 2012

Certain stromal cells were capable of mediating resistance to targeted therapy



We studied the role of tumor stroma in resistance to therapy, and identified bacteria 
within cell lines derived from cancer patients that could confer resistance to therapy

We worked with a team from MIT / the Broad to study resistance to 
chemotherapy in colorectal cancer and pancreatic cancer

CRC+
Pancreatic
Cell lines

In these studies, one cell line rescued cancer cells from gemictabine

On routine testing, the cell line mediating 
resistance was found to be positive for 

mycoplasma 

Mycoplasma is responsible for rescue from Gemcitabine:

• Eradication of mycoplamsa  no rescue

• Infection of another cell line  rescue

• WGS of HDF-pre-conditioned media  mycoplasma

• Bacteria were breaking down gemcitabine into inactive form



Geller et al, Science – published September 15, 2017

With Ravid Straussman Todd Golub, Keith Flaherty, Dirk Gevers, Curtis Huttenhower et al

We validated these findings in patient samples, and showed that targeting co-targeting 
the bacteria and the cancer cells was associated with improved survival in mice 



We now know from the work of others that intra-tumoral bacteria may also 
negatively impact anti-tumor immunity

Bacteria translocate from the gut to pancreatic tumors in KC mice Bacteria are also found in human tumors

WT KC Normal pancreas PDAC

Ablation of bacteria with antibiotics was associated with less immunosuppressive TAMs and enhanced immune function 

Pushalkar et al, Cancer Discovery 2018



However these intra-tumoral microbes may also may positively influence 
response, and may be influenced by the gut microbiome

Riquelme et al, Cell 2019Florencia McAllister MD PhD

STS LTS
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Potentiation of acute IFNγ responses by 

bacterial vesicles 

Increased production of 

anti-inflammatory 

cytokines 

Increased production of 

pro-inflammatory cytokines 

Direct recognition of the virus by 

the TCR in adoptive T cell 

therapies and vaccines 

Molecular mimicry 

Confer resistance to and potentiate 

toxicity of  chemotherapeutic agents

Induction of alternative 

immune checkpoints (eg

TIGIT)

Decreased MHC Class I expression

Toxins limit clonal 

expansion of 

lymphocytes

Increased expression of 

checkpoint molecules

Direct engagement of 

innate immunity

This suggests a “yin and yang” of intra-tumoral microbes, with some 

contributing to cancer development / resistance, while others help responses

Adapted from Cogdill et al, Trends in Immunology 2018

Positive impact on therapy response Negative impact on therapy response

These intra-tumoral microbes may serve as important biomarkers 

(and potentially even as therapeutic targets)



In addition to the tumor microbiome, we know 

that the gut microbiome may impact 

responses to cancer therapy 



Though our immune systems originally 
evolved to fight invading pathogens, we 

now know that the microbes in our bodies 
can shape our immune responses 

(particularly those within the gut)

Gopalakrishnanet al, Cancer Cell 2018

However we knew from the elegant work of others that gut microbes can also 
modulate overall immunity (as well as anti-tumor immunity)



Landmark studies were performed several years ago demonstrating that gut microbes 
could influence response to cancer immunotherapy (and checkpoint blockade in mice)

Diversity of the gut microbiome is associated 

with differential outcomes in the setting of 

stem cell transplant in patients with AML
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Composition of the gut microbiome is associated 

with differential responses to checkpoint blockade in 

murine models

Taur…Pamer Blood 2014 Sivan…Gajewski Science 2015, Vetizou…Zitvogel Science 2015



FecalBuccal

Start of 
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& restaging
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Initial                  
oral & gut 

microbiome 
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Repeat oral & 
gut 

microbiome
sampling

Tumor 
biopsy

Gopalakrishnan et al, Science 2018

We studied oral and gut (fecal) microbiome in a large cohort of patients with 
metastatic melanoma going onto systemic therapy

Microbiome sequencing & immune profiling was performed

** P<0.01

Responders to anti-PD-1 had a higher diversity of gut bacteria associated with prolonged PFS 

(along with additional compositional differences)

Deepak Gopalakrishnan PhD Christine Spencer PhD



Importantly, “favorable” signatures in the gut microbiome were associated with 
enhanced immune responses in the tumor microenvironment
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Abundance of bacterial taxa in the gut

p<0.05

And mechanistic studies in germ free mice showed that fecal transplant could recapitulate the phenotype

aPD-L1

Peripheral blood phenotyping by flow cytometry 

Abundance of bacterial  taxa in the gut 
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Analysis of cytokines 

Abundance of bacterial  taxa in the gut 
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Gopalakrishnan et al, Science 2018

Mechanistic insights suggest that this is mediated both at the level of the gut and mesenteric lymph node,

and also potentially via metabolites produced by gut microbes potentially mediating distant effects

Luigi Nezi PhD Alex Cogdill MS (PhD candidate)
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Several important questions arise given this data:

1) Can the microbiome be used as a biomarker for response?

2) Can we modulate the microbiome to enhance response 

(and / or abrogate toxicity) to immunotherapy?
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Can we modulate the gut microbiome to 

enhance responses to immunotherapy?

(and/or to abrogate toxicity)

YES!



Several different strategies may be used to modulate the gut microbiota

Administration of 
microbial consortia 

(and probiotics)
Fecal Microbiota
Transplant (FMT)

Diet & supplements
(prebiotics)

Targeting of 
“detrimental” 

microbes 
(by antibiotics / phage)



We are running a clinical trial using microbiome modulation with a consortia versus with 
FMT in patients with metastatic melanoma going onto immune checkpoint blockade

Angeles Clinic PI: HamidMDACC PIs: Tawbi & Glitza

Open for accrual!

Lead-in with microbiome 

modulation (versus placebo)

Concurrent treatment with anti-PD-1 therapy 

and microbiome modulation (versus placebo)
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Promising data from 2 ongoing clinical trials was presented at 

AACR Annual Meeting (March 2019)



This includes a trial studying use of FMT in patients with metastatic melanoma who 
progressed on anti-PD-1, with encouraging results (NCT 03353402)

Senior authors: Gal Markel, Ben BoursiFirst author: Erez Baruch

Native microbiota depletion phase:

Antibiotics and PEG-based diarrhea 
solution 

FMT - Colonoscopy followed by orally 
ingested capsules 

Re-induction of anti-PD-1 therapy 
(Nivolumab, every 14 days)

+
Maintenance FMTs – orally ingested 
stool capsules in conjunction to each 

anti-PD-1 dose 

After completion of 6 combined cycles 
(three months) – treatment continues 

as anti-PD-1 monotherapy 

Pre-treatment Day 111 Day 67 

X85 X85 

Notably, clinical responses were seen (even in the setting of 

prior progression on anti-PD-1) and were associated with an 

increase in immune infiltrate from baseline to post-FMT 

Confidential unpublished data* DO NOT POST*



There is “cross-talk” between the gut and tumor microbiome, substantiating the 
rationale for FMT and other microbiome modulation strategies in other cancers

Riquelme et al, Cell 2019Florencia McAllister MD PhD
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We have evidence that FMT may be helpful in treating immunotherapy toxicity

50 yo female with 

metastatic urothelial

cancer was treated with 

aCTLA-4 + a PD-1 and 

developed colitis 

refractory to steroids 

and aTNF

She was treated with FMT from a 

healthy donor and had complete 

resolution of all symptoms

Wang et al, Nature Medicine 2018Mimi Wang MD PhD Rob Jenq MD



However we still do not know who optimal 

donors might be to enhance responses to 

cancer immunotherapy, and there are known 

(and unknown) risks with FMT



Based on published data and on results 

from upcoming FMT trials, can we identify 

an optimal consortia of microbes that will 

enhance responses to immunotherapy?
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Groups are working hard to identify optimal consortia to enhance immune 
responses, with promising work in pre-clinical models

Tanoue…Honda et al, Nature 

2019
Matson…Gajewski et al, 

Science 2018

Clinical trials are now in progress based on insights gained from these & other studies…

Gopalakrishnan…Wargo et al, 

Science 2018



Finally, what are some other factors that impact the 

microbiome that should be considered?

Slide adapted from Jen McQuade MD MDACC



Antibiotics have been shown to negative impact response to checkpoint blockade

Pinato et al, JAMA Oncology 2019
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ATB, n=52 (30%)

No ATB, n=123 (70%) **

Antibiotics (ATB) taken 2 months before and/or 1 month after

the 1st administration of aPD1 Ab or aPD-L1 Ab.

Median OS ATB: 12.1 months

Median OS No ATB: 20.8  months

n=175

	

Routy et al, Science 2018
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Conclusions and potential implications of these findings:

• We have made significant progress in the treatment of cancer with the use of 

immunotherapy, however not all patients respond and more therapeutic options 

are needed

• A deep understanding of the numerous factors that contribute to carcinogenesis 

and to therapeutic response are needed (including factors internal and external to 

the host)

• As we move forward, we need to embrace novel biomarkers and targets (such 

as the microbiome) – and we also need to engage in a concerted and organized 

effort with novel clinical trial designs and a “Team Science” approach

• There is still a great deal to learn, and the strongest gains are made through 

collaboration (and we owe this to our patients)
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